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Intellectual and individual in mass interpretation: the opposite communication
theoretic’s views
In the article classical views of Le Bon and Freud are presented. In their interpreta-
tions mass communication always was phenomenon of the low / primitive sphere because 
the human as a part of mass actions seemed to lose the individual features and transform 
into a mechanism of the conglomerate like new person created that act not according to in-
tellect and very often against the individuals’ wishes are founded. 
The scientists of new era such as: W. Mack Dugall, G. Tarde, S. Siegel, E. Canetti, 
M.-L. Rukket supporting the classics of mass communication have an idea to partly renew 
the theories joining psychological coefficients and general model of dynamics that means 
to take into account cognitive affective processes both individual local and collective deter-
mined with that measure as they accompanied the history of masses. 
Non classic views are actual now when mass communication is for all connected ar-
eas and not alike on itself in origin look. As a result we need a new approaches to its inter-
pretations.
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